Representativity of human mammary tumor cell cultures: DNA-cytophotometry as a method for checking tumour cell characteristics.
Short term cultures (3-6 days) of 40 primary human mammary carcinomas were prepared and compared with the original tumours from which they were derived. As a criterion the nuclear DNA Frequency Distribution Pattern (FDP), cytophotometrically measured, was used. Comparisons were made between the FDPs of smears of freshly-cut tumour surfaces and their cultures. Twenty-nine (73%) cultures showed FDPs identical with the smears. Eleven cultures (27%) showed gross shifts in ratios between different peaks or showed a complete loss of one or more peaks in the FDP and were classified as not representative. Our results show that it is necessary to check primary mammary tumour cultures to determine whether or not they are representative of the original tumour. This is especially so if conclusions are to be drawn from the cultures about the original tumour. Analysis of FDPs in the cell islands of the cultures (migration of cells from attached clumps) resulted in a better understanding of the FDPs found in the smears. We showed that cultures of human mammary tumours either can be composed of cell islands with identical FDPs (diploid or aneuploid) or may show heterogeneity between different cell islands within one tumour.